The web is a large repository of entity-pages. An entity-page is a page that publishes data representing an entity of a particular type, for example, a page that describes a driver on a website about a car racing championship. The attribute values published in the entity-pages can be used for many data-driven companies, such as insurers, retailers, and search engines. In this article, we define a novel method, called SSUP, which discovers the entity-pages on the websites. The novelty of our method is that it combines URL and HTML features in a way that allows the URL terms to have different weights depending on their capacity to distinguish entity-pages from other pages, and thus the efficacy of the entity-page discovery task is increased. SSUP determines the similarity thresholds on each website without human intervention. We carried out experiments on a dataset with different real-world websites and a wide range of entity types. SSUP achieved a 95% rate of precision and 85% recall rate. Our method was compared with two state-of-the-art methods and outperformed them with a precision gain between 51% and 66%.
INTRODUCTION
The web is a vast repository of data about real-world entities, such as people, products, books, and organizations. A web page that publishes data representing an entity of a particular type is named entity-page [5] . Entity-pages are among the most common forms of structured data available on the web [9] . A significant fraction of entity-pages are dynamically generated by populating fixed HTML (HyperText Markup Language) templates with content from a DBMS (database Fig. 1 . Example of an entity-page from the Formula 1 website. This page describes an entity (Fernando Alonso) of an entity-type (driver) through the following attributes: name, team, country, and podiums, among others. management system) [14] . Figure 1 presents a fragment of the template-based entity-page 1 on the Formula 1 website that describes the driver Fernando Alonso by means of the following attributes: name, team, country, podiums, points, date of birth, and place of birth, among others.
The abundance of template-based entity-pages on the web has attracted the attention of datadriven companies, such as insurers, retailers, and search engines. These modern organizations use these types of pages as a source for data acquisition, which is carried out by web scrapers. A web scraper (wrapper or data extractor) is a program that turns web content into structured data using techniques ranging from partial tree alignment [8] to visual analysis of the rendered page [10, 11] , regular expressions [30] , and DOM (Document Object Model) tree mining [7, 21, 22, 27] . For example, given the entity-page shown in Figure 1 , a web scraper returns the data presented in Table 1 .
Web scraping is often the only viable data collection method for websites with template-based entity-pages, in particular when no API (Application Programming Interface) is available. Recent advancements in the field made accurate and fully automated wrapper induction at scale [26] , thus making it a good complement to direct data purchase, crowdsourcing, and free-text extraction. One signal of the relevance of the area is the growing number of web scraping startups, for example, Import.io, 2 DiffBot, 3 and ScrapingHub. 4 This article focuses on one problem of the application of web scraping on template-based entitypages: the need for finding the entity-pages on the websites. For instance, consider the owner of a website about sports that desires to provide information about the drivers that participate in the Page classification or clustering. PEBL [34] and HCUD [12] classify web pages. These methods explore the URL and content features and require the user to provide a training set with manually annotated examples (PEBL only needs positive examples). PEBL and HCUD can be adapted to carry out entity-page discovery since the user provides a training set. From this training set, they classify the pages of the website as either entity-pages or non-entity-pages. The limitations of this kind of adaptation include the need to (1) download all the pages of the website and (2) provide many examples of entity-pages because a single example is not enough for them to learn the features of the entity-pages. CALA [17] and MDL-UC [6] cluster the pages from a given website so that the pages generated by the same template are in the same cluster. CALA is only based on the URL features, while MDL-UC extracts features from URL, HTML, and the content of the pages. CALA and MDL-UC can be adapted to carry out entity-page discovery since the user annotates the cluster that contains the entity-pages. The limitations of this adaptation include the following: (1) the need for user annotation and (2) the need to download several pages of the website because a large training set, which includes both entity-pages and non-entity-pages, must be provided.
Other methods. W-ER [19] finds pages representing entities that are relevant to a query. W-ER explores language models [18] , Wikipedia, and a search engine. The limitations of using W-ER to discover entity-pages include the following factors: (1) the user must formulate a proper query (i.e., the user must describe the entity-pages of interest through keywords, rather than providing an example of an entity-page), and (2) W-ER only returns pages that describe entities that have pages on Wikipedia. EDAT [29] is designed to discover and annotate entities in HTML tables. Given an HTML table, EDAT (1) identifies the rows that contain information on entities of a particular type and (2) determines the cells that contain the names of those entities. EDAT combines ontology, a search engine, a text classifier (e.g., SVM), and heuristics that are based on specific patterns that often occur in HTML tables. EDAT can be adapted to perform entity-page discovery. If a table contains a column with links to the entity-pages that have more details about the entities described in the table, it is only necessary to identify this column. ERD [20] also explores hyperlinks that are 2 crawling strategy X~N/A X~X X N/A~N/A X N/A C 3 supervision-independent X X X~X X X~X C 4 rendering-independent X X C 5 type-independent X X C 6 search engine-independent X X X X C 7 knowledge base-independent X X X X X C 8 markup-independent X X C 9 threshold-independent X X N/A X X Note: SSUP is the method described in this article.
contained in web tables for discovering new entity relations. The limitation of EDAT and ERD is that the links to the entity-pages must be in the HTML tables. SSM [8] is an approach to extract attribute-value pairs from entity-pages. This approach uses the partial tree alignment method of DEPTA [35] to detect data fields. The limitation of SSM is that it requires, as input, the entitypages of the websites. Therefore, our method SSUP is complementary to SSM since SSUP finds the entity-pages and SSM extracts the attribute-value pairs from these pages.
Comparison.
First, we set out the characteristics used in the comparison. Following this, the results of the analysis of the characteristics are shown; these are summarized in Table 2 . In that table, the following symbols denote (1) : the method supports the characteristic; (ii) ×: the method does not support the characteristic; (iii) N/A: the characteristic is not applicable to the method; and (iv)~: the characteristic is partly supported by the method. The characteristics have been selected to determine if the methods can be successfully applied in real-world scenarios, which is our focus. The following characteristics are analyzed and indicate if the method (C 1 ) discovers the entity-pages on the website, (C 2 ) includes a crawling strategy that avoids browsing through unproductive regions of the website, that is, a strategy that crawls the maximum number of entity-pages by traversing the minimum number of pages of the website; (C 3 ) -is "supervision-independent", i.e., the user does not need to provide annotations; (C 4 ) is "rendering independent", that is, the pages do not need to be rendered in a web browser; (C 5 ) is "type independent", that is, the method is able to deal with different entity types; (C 6 ) is "search engine independent", that is, the method does not use a search engine; (C 7 ) is "knowledge base independent", that is, the method does not need to use a thesaurus, ontology, lexical base, or knowledge base; (C 8 ) is "markup independent", that is, the method does not depend on specific HTML markups (e.g., <table>, <ul>, etc.); and (C 9 ) is "threshold independent," that is, the user does not need to define similarity thresholds.
INDESIT, SDC, W-ER, EOC, GPP, DIADEM, and DEXTER discover the entity-pages on the websites. SSM only extracts attribute-value pairs from the entity-pages, and then it is necessary to apply a method like SSUP to find these pages previously. Other methods can be adapted to carry out this task. However, the adaptations are subject to the previously described limitations.
PEBL, ERD, MDL-UC, EDAT, and HCUD require the application of an extensive crawler to the website over analysis in order to obtain the pages that are evaluated. However, this crawler can interfere with the normal operation of the website [17] , which is not desirable. W-ER uses a search engine to find the entity-pages. In view of this, the search engine must collect the pages of the website. SDC and GPP adopt a strategy that involves crawling the entity-pages through breadthfirst searches, from the main page of the website to the entity-pages. As a result of these searches, several unproductive paths are traversed. EOC, DIADEM, and CALA focus on the deep web, and then they employ HTML form submissions instead of a crawler that traverses the pages of the website. SSM requires the entity-pages as input in order to extract the attribute-value pairs from them. INDESIT and DEXTER take into account the way the websites arrange the entity-pages to avoid browsing through unproductive regions.
PEBL, SSM, ERD, EDAT, DIADEM, HCUD, and DEXTER require a priori supervision; that is, the user must provide annotations before the execution of the method. MDL-UC and CALA need a posteriori supervision; that is, the user must provide annotations after the execution of the method. Annotations are unappealing in real-world scenarios because they are effort-consuming and errorprone. INDESIT, SDC, W-ER, EOC, and GPP do not require the user to provide any annotations.
GPP and DIADEM employ visual features. To extract these features, the pages must be rendered in a web browser, which loads all the images, CSS, and JavaScript. However, this rendering is not suitable for real-world scenarios because it significantly increases the processing time (as shown in the experiments). The other methods do not require page rendering.
HCUD only deals with entity-pages about researchers, while DEXTER focuses on products. These methods can only be employed in a determined entity type. The other methods can be applied to different entity types and then can be used in several application domains.
EOC requires the query logs of a search engine. However, it is difficult for people who are not employed in a commercial search engine to obtain a large set of query logs [33] . W-ER, EDAT, and DEXTER submit queries to a search engine. But the search engines restrict the daily number of free queries. The other methods do not require either query logs or queries in a search engine.
W-ER, EDAT, EOC, DIADEM, and HCUD use some kind of knowledge base. Different types of knowledge bases are employed, such as a lexical base (WordNet), ontology, and a human-compiled encyclopedia (Wikipedia). The need for a knowledge base limits the application of the method to a language that has this kind of resource [17] . Weninger et al. [32] state that the vast majority of entities found on the web are not in Wikipedia. We also observed this situation. For example, São Paulo, the largest Brazilian city, has 55 councilors, but only 9 of them have pages on Wikipedia. The other methods do not require knowledge bases.
EDAT and ERD require the entities to be arranged in HTML tables. However, CSS has enabled designers to move away from table-based layouts, and many of the structural cues used in tablebased methods have been eradicated from HTML [25] . The other methods are not limited to specific HTML markups.
INDESIT, SDC, MDL-UC, and EOC require the user to define the similarity threshold that distinguishes entity-pages from other pages manually. This definition is an effort-consuming task since it requires an expert user to set the threshold. Moreover, each website has a different proper similarity threshold (as shown in the experiments). SSM requires the entity-pages as input, then does not need a similarity threshold to distinguish entity-pages from other pages. The other methods do not require the user to manually define the similarity threshold.
The main contribution of SSUP is to fulfill all the listed characteristics. SSUP discovers the entity-pages on the websites by using a crawling strategy with the aim of visiting the minimum number of pages of the website. Our method requires neither the page rendering nor the user to provide annotations. SSUP is independent of search engines, knowledge bases, and specific HTML markups. The described method is applicable to different entity types. Finally, in each website SSUP automatically defines the similarity thresholds that distinguish the entity-pages from other pages. Although our method is threshold independent, it is not parameter independent since it requires tuning a parameter H , which estimates the height of the entity-tree. We found in the experiments that the value 5 for this parameter produces an adequate efficacy in all the websites. However, in websites that have an entity-tree with a height lower than 5, if we decrease the value of the H parameter, the processing time of SSUP decreases.
To emphasize the contributions of our method, we provide a conceptual comparison between SSUP and the closely related methods. SSUP reuses the definitions of INDESIT that are related to the representation of HTML of the pages. However, in contrast with INDESIT, SSUP combines URL and HTML features. SSUP represents the URLs in a very similar way to MDL-UC but treats this representation by following the TF-IDF principle [3] , while MDL-UC uses the MDL principle [13] . Like GPP and SDC, SSUP assumes that the path from the homepage to an entity-page is usually designed to navigate the user through a logical hierarchy of topics and increasingly finer subtopics. SSUP finds this hierarchy by starting at a leaf of the hierarchy, while GPP and SDC start at the root. SDC and SSUP exploit the URL and HTML features of the pages, which are handled in a different way. SDC computes the HTML similarity by means of a tree edit distance. SSUP computes the HTML similarity using a syntactic similarity function (Jaccard coefficient) in the paths of the DOM tree that start at the root and end at the anchor nodes. The technique used by SSUP is less costly with regard to processing time and is less influenced by misalignment among the entity-pages. SSUP gives a different weight to URL terms depending on their discriminatory capacity, while SDC gives the same weight to all the URL terms. SDC requires the user to manually provide the similarity thresholds that distinguish entity-pages from other pages, while SSUP automatically defines the thresholds in each website.
INDESIT and GPP were chosen as baselines because (1) they employ a crawler strategy that seeks to download the minimum number of pages in the website to find the entity-pages, (2) they are independent of specific HTML markups (e.g., <table>, <ul>, etc.), (3) they do not depend on human-compiled encyclopedias, and (4) they do not require a large training set.
FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS
In this section, we present some background information that is necessary to properly understand our method, since some of the used concepts are recent and nontrivial. The concept site refers to a rooted directed graph, where (1) the nodes are the pages on the web that exist within the same URL domain, (2) the edges correspond to the hyperlinks, and (3) the root is the main page [32] . A page is a pair < d, u >, where d is the Document Object Model (DOM) tree and u is the URL. The link-path is the name for the path in the DOM tree of a page that starts from the root and terminates at an anchor node (tag < a >) [4] . We say that the link-path (1) "is on" the page that contains the anchor node and (2) "is of" the page that is pointed by the anchor node.
A part of a website is designed to allow the user to navigate from the homepage until the pages that describe the entities of the same type, through a logical hierarchy of topics [32] . This hierarchy is referred to as the entity-tree. There are many categories of entities, called entity types. The entities of the same type are entities that have the same attributes published on the website. The pages that are part of the entity-tree are classified as either entity-pages or indexpages. Entity-pages are pages that publish data describing an entity of a particular type [4] . Entity-pages are the leaves of the entity-tree and entity-pages of the same type are entity-pages that describe entities of the same type. Index-pages are pages that point to (i.e., that have hyperlinks to) entity-pages or other index-pages, and their role is to group entity-pages/index-pages to allow the user to navigate through the logical hierarchy of topics. Index-pages are all the pages in the entity-tree that are not entity-pages. The pages that do not belong to the entity-tree are called noise-pages. Figure 2 describes a website of a fictitious racing championship. 5 This website, referred to as S, is used to exemplify the concepts in this section and explain the method in Section 4. The rectangles correspond to the pages of the S website and the edges correspond to the hyperlinks. The root of the S website is Page 0.0. The pages are identified with l .p, where l represents the level of the page from the root and p is an ID that distinguishes the pages that are at the same level. For instance, Page 2.1 is the page with ID 1 at level 2. The S website describes two types of entities: driver and team. There is an entity-tree for each type. We concentrate on the driver type because we use it to explain SSUP. The entity-tree about drivers is highlighted with a solid background. Pages 3.i (1 ≤ i ≤ 5) are entity-pages that describe a specific driver. Pages 2.j (0 ≤ j ≤ 2) are index-pages pointing to entity-pages about drivers in a determined year. Page 1.0 is the index-page that points to all the index-pages at level 2. Page 0.0 is the index-page that points to the index-page at level 1. The other pages are noise-pages in the driver context. The label at the edges is the link-path. The link-path on the edge from a page p x to a page p y is the link-path that is on the p x page pointing to the p y page. We say that the link-path is on the p x page and is of the p y page. Table 3 summarizes the concepts defined in this section. This summary is a means of guiding the reader to understand our method.
SSUP: A URL-BASED METHOD TO DISCOVER ENTITY-PAGES
SSUP is a method for entity-page discovery, which finds the set of entity-pages of the same type on a website given an example of an entity-page. The input of the method is an entity-page, called sample page. The output consists of the entity-pages of the same type as the sample page. Two stages are carried out: (1) Identification of the Page-Path-finds and returns the page-path, that is, the path that starts at the root of the entity-tree and ends at the sample page, and (2) Traversal of the Entity-Tree-traverses the entity-tree that contains the sample page and returns its entitypages.
The Identification of the Page-Path stage receives as input a sample page. The sample page is added to a stack that represents the page-path. The index-page of the page that is at the top of the stack (i.e., the sample page) is obtained and added to the stack. If the page that is at the top of the stack (i.e., the last obtained index-page) is not the root of the entity-tree, the index-page of the page that is at the top of the stack is obtained and added to the stack. If the page that is at the top of the stack is the root of the entity-tree, the Identification of the Page-Path stage is finalized. 
Concept Definition
Site a rooted directed graph whose the nodes are the pages on the Web that exist within the same URL domain, the edges correspond to the hyperlinks, and the root is the main page Page a pair <d,u>, where d is the Document Object Model (DOM) tree and u is the URL link-path the path in the DOM tree of a page that starts from the root and terminates into an anchor node a link-path is on a page when the page contains the anchor node a link-path is of a page when the page is pointed by the anchor node entities of the same type entities that have the same attributes published on the site entity-tree a part of a site that is designed to allow the user to navigate from homepage until the pages that describe the entities of the same type through a logical hierarchy of topics entity-page a page that publishes data describing an entity of a particular type entity-pages of the same type entity-pages that describe entities of the same type index-page a page with links to entity-pages or to other index-pages, whose role is to group entitypages/index-pages to allow the user to navigate through the logical hierarchy of topics noise-page a page of the site that do not belong to the entity-tree The output is a stack that represents the page-path. The top of the stack contains the root of the entity-tree, while the bottom of the stack contains the sample page.
The Traversal of the Entity-Tree stage receives as input a stack that represents the page-path. The root of the entity-tree (i.e., the top) is removed from the stack. The pages pointed by the root of the entity-tree are obtained, and these are called child-pages. The child-pages are filtered with regard to their similarity with the page that is at the top of the stack. The child-pages that remain are called similar-pages. The top is removed from the stack. If the stack is not empty, the pages pointed by the similar-pages are obtained and filtered; also, the top is removed from the stack. If the stack is empty, the similar-pages obtained in the last iteration are returned.
Here, we provide an example of the execution of SSUP by using the S website described in Figure 2 . Figure 3 (c) presents a simplified version of this website. Given Page 3.2 as sample page, SSUP returns pages 3.k (1 ≤ k ≤ 5). The details of the example are as follows. The input is Page 3.2. First, Page 3.2 is added to the stack that represents the page-path. Then, the index-page of Page 3.2 is obtained (2.0) and added to the stack. After this, the index-page of Page 2.0 is obtained (1.0) and added to the stack. Next, the index-page of Page 1.0 is obtained (0.0) and added to the stack. Thus, the page-path is complete and formed by "0.0 → 1.0 → 2.0 → 3.2". At this moment, the Identification of the Page-Path stage is finished and the Traversal of the Entity-Tree stage starts. First (Figure 3(a) ), the child-pages of the root of the entity-tree are obtained: 1.0 and 1.1. Then, the child-pages are filtered with regard to their similarity with Page 1.0. The two child-pages are similar. Next (Figure 3(b) ), the child-pages of Pages 1.0 and 1.1 are obtained: 2.i (0 <= i <= 3). After this, the child-pages are filtered with regard to their similarity with Page 2.0. The four childpages are similar. Next (Figure 3(c) ), the child-pages of pages 2.i (0 <= i <= 3) are obtained: 3.j (0 <= j <= 8). The child-pages are filtered with regard to their similarity with Page 3.2. Only pages 3.k (1 <= k <= 5) are similar. Finally, these similar pages are returned.
In the following subsections, we describe both stages of our method in detail. Section 4.2 is concerned with the Identification of the Page-Path stage, while Section 4.3 describes the features of the Traversal of the Entity-Tree stage. Before this, Section 4.1 defines the functions used to compute the URL and HTML similarity between the pages. These functions are employed in both stages of our method.
The Structural Similarity Functions
In this subsection, we present the functions that have been used to measure the structural similarity between two pages. We specify one function based on the URL, called Strong URL Similarity. Another function used is based on the HTML, called HTML Similarity, designed by Blanco et al. [4] .
Strong URL Similarity.
The Strong URL Similarity compares two pages based on the terms that belong to their URLs. This function assigns a different weight to each URL term depending on its capacity to distinguish the entity-pages of the same type from the other pages. SSUP uses the Strong URL Similarity function in the Identification of the Page-Path and Traversal of the Entity-Tree stages. The Strong URL Similarity is explained in the following order: (1) how the terms are extracted from URLs, (2) how the URL terms are weighted, and (3) how the weights of the URL terms are used to compute the similarity between two pages.
The URL is tokenized to extract URL terms. A URL is regarded as a sequence of substrings (called tokens) split by the "/", "?" or "&" characters. Each token is a set of substrings (called subtokens) split by nonalphanumeric characters, changing from letter to digit and vice versa. Thus, a URL term is a subtoken that is concatenated with the position of the token that contains it.
is a subtoken of the t i token. Each subtoken s i [j] concatenated with i is a URL term. An additional URL term is the size of T . Figure 4 shows the URL of Page 3.2 in the S website ( Figure 2 ). All the tokens, subtokens of the t 4 token, and URL terms are presented. The additional URL term is highlighted as well.
The weight of a URL term is based on two observations about the entity-pages of the same type: (1) they usually share a common URL structure, and (2) they are usually pointed by the indexpage through the same link-path. From these observations, we assume that terms that occur in many URLs pointed by the index-pages through the same link-path as the sample page, and only occur in a few link-paths from the index-pages, are more important because they have a high discriminating capacity. , and s 4 [3] . The terms of this URL are pos1_website, pos2_drivers, pos3_2015, pos4_driver , pos4_02, and pos4_htm. The additional URL term is size_4.
. Let p sp be the p i link-path that points to sp. Let t be a URL term from sp. The weight of t from sp in ip is defined as:
where T F t,p sp is the number of URLs in p sp that contains the t term and IDF t, P is defined as:
For example, take Page 3.2 on the S website ( Figure 2 ) as the sample page. The terms "pos2_drivers" and "pos4_driver" must have the highest weight because they occur in five URLs (pages 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5) pointed by the index-pages (pages 2.0, 2.1, and 2.2) through the same link-path ("HTML-DIV-A") as the sample page and do not occur in (URLs pointed by the index-pages through) other link-paths.
The Strong URL Similarity accumulates the weight of the URL terms shared by the sample page and the target page (i.e., the page that is being compared with the sample page). The URL terms are assumed to be all mutually independent. The URL of the sample page is represented as a vector of URL term weights in an n-dimensional space, in which n is the total number of URL terms. . . , l m } be the set of URL terms of a target page tp. Let ip be the index-page of sp. Let W t be the weight of the URL term t. The Strong URL Similarity between sp and tp is defined as:
For example, assume that Page 3.2 on the S website ( Figure 2) is the sample page. The Strong URL Similarity between Page 3.2 and Page 3.1 is 0.94. The Strong URL Similarity between Page 3.2 and Page 3.7 is 0.62.
HTML Similarity.
HTML Similarity, which is defined here in accordance with Blanco et al. [4] , is a similarity function that compares two pages on the basis of the link-paths belonging to their HTML. This function gives the same importance to each link-path. SSUP employs the HTML Similarity function in the Traversal of the Entity-Tree stage. The HTML similarity is defined by sim html as follows:
where p 1 and p 2 are pages; L i = {l i 1 , . . . , l i n } is the set of link-paths of a page p i . It should be noted that Strong URL Similarity and HTML Similarity use the concept of link-path in different contexts. In the Strong URL Similarity, the link-path of a page p x is the link-path that points to p x in its index-page. In the HTML Similarity, the set of link-paths of a page p x contains the link-paths in the HTML of p x .
Identification of the Page-Path
The goal of the Identification of the Page-Path stage is to find the path-page, that is, the path from the root to the sample page in the entity-tree. The page-path is obtained in a reverse order. For example, taking the S website (shown in Figure 2 ), SSUP starts with the sample page (3.2), finds its index-page (2.0), discovers the index-page of the index-page (1.0), and so on until it reaches the root of the entity-tree (0.0).
SSUP determines whether the root of the entity-tree has been reached by means of a parameter that estimates its height. If this parameter is less than the real height of the entity-tree, some entitypages may be missing. If this parameter is greater than the actual height of the entity-tree, some unnecessary pages are downloaded, but the effectiveness of the method is not affected since the noise-pages are filtered out in the next stage. SSUP has an additional stopping criterion: when the selected index-page is already in the stack that represents the page-path.
SSUP finds the index-page of a given page by assuming that the index-page of a given page дp is the page that delivers the largest number of more structurally similar URLs to the дp page. This number is represented through the index_score that accumulates the URL similarity between the given page and the pages pointed by a candidate index-page.
Definition 4.4 (Index_Score). Let cp be a candidate index-page for the given page дp. Let C = {c 1 , . . . , c n } be a set of pages pointed by cp through the same link-path as дp. The index_score of cp for дp is defined as:
This article specifies Algorithm 1, Top Index-page, to find the index-page of a given page. The algorithm collects the pages pointed by the given page (line 1) and by these collected pages (lines 2 to 4). The pages that do not point to the given page are removed (line 5). The pages pointed through the same link-path as the given page are removed (line 6). Finally, the algorithm returns the page with the maximum index_score (line 7). This article extends the algorithm of the previous version published at the ICWE [23] by including lines 2 to 4 and 6. We added lines 2 to 4 after observing that some entity-pages do not have a direct link to their index-pages. Line 6 was included to filter out pages that are probably not index-pages.
Traversal of the Entity-Tree
The goal of the Traversal of the Entity-Tree stage is to find the entity-pages that belong to the entitytree where the page-path was found in the previous stage. These pages are obtained by traversing the entity-tree from the root to the leaves. In each iteration (i.e., level of the entity-tree), the pages pointed by the pages selected in the previous iteration (or by the root of the entity-tree in the first iteration) are obtained and filtered. The pages are filtered with regard to their similarity with the ALGORITHM 1: Top Index-page Algorithm Input: a given page (дp). Output: the index-page of дp. 1 P = A = GetLinks(дp); 2 for each a i ∈ A do 3 add GetLinks(a i ) to P; 4 end 5 remove p i from P where p i does not have a link to дp; 6 remove p i from P where the link-path of p i is equal to the link-path of дp; 7 return p i from P with max index_score (p i , дp); // Equation 4 page that is at the top of the stack (i.e., the page in the page-path that is at the same level in the entity-tree as the pages that are being analyzed).
This article defines Algorithm 2, Filter, to filter the pages obtained in each iteration of the Traversal of the Entity-Tree stage. The input consists of a set of pages obtained in the current iteration and a sample page (the page that is at the top of the stack). The output consists of the pages that are similar to the sample page. The similarity is evaluated in terms of URL and HTML.
ALGORITHM 2: Filter Algorithm
Input: a set of pages (L), a sample page sp. Output: the set of pages in L that are similar to sp. 1 add sp to rs; 2 remove from L each page l i where link-path-of(l i ) <> link-path-of(sp) 3 create a list of groups G = {G 1 , . . . ,G n }, where each group G i contains each page l i ∈ L (except sp)
with the same stronдsim ur l between sp and l i ; 4 sort G in decreasing order of strongsim url ; 5 add all the pages from G 1 to rs; 6 minsim html = min l i ∈ G 1 sim html (sp, l i ); The Filter algorithm can be clarified through an example of its execution where Level 3 of the entity-tree about drivers in the S website ( Figure 2 ) is analyzed. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) guide the example. Figure 5 (a) describes the input that comprises nine pages. The highlighted page (3.2) is the sample page. The following information of each page is included: (1) ID: the identifier of the page; (2) link-path: the link-path in the index-page that points to the page; (3) strongsim URL : the Strong URL similarity between the page and the sample page; and (4) sim HTML : the HTML similarity between the page and the sample page. Figure 5 pages with the same URL similarity (between them and the sample page); and (4) minsim HTML : the HTML similarity threshold, which is defined automatically. The first column identifies the lines in the Filter algorithm and the following columns show the value of the variables.
The details of the example are as follows. In line 01 of the Filter algorithm (following through the first column of the table presented in Figure 5(b) ), the sample page (3.2) is added to the rs set. In line 02, Pages 3.0 and 3.8 are removed from the L list because they have a link-path that is different from the sample page. In line 03, four groups are created (G 1 , G 2 , G 3 , and G 4 ), each of which contains the pages of the L list (except the sample page) with the same strongsim URL . In line 04, the groups are sorted in decreasing order of strongsim URL . The G 1 group has the pages with the largest strongsim URL , while the G 4 group has the pages with the lowest strongsim URL . In line 05, all the pages from the G 1 group (3.1 and 3.3) are added to the rs set. In line 06, the minimal HTML similarity (called minsim html ), between the sample page and the pages from the G 1 group, is computed. In this example, the minsim html is the HTML similarity between the sample page and Page 3.3 (0.75). The minsim html represents the HTML similarity threshold. In line 07, the G 1 group is removed from the G list. The first iteration of the "for" (lines 08 to 14) analyzes the G 2 group since it has the largest URL similarity after G 1 has been removed. As there is a page in G 2 that satisfies the HTML similarity threshold, all the pages from G 2 are added to the rs set. The second iteration of the "for" (lines 08 to 14) analyzes the G 3 group. Since there are no pages in G 3 that satisfy the HTML similarity threshold, all the pages of this group (3.7) are discarded. All the remaining groups (G 4 ) are discarded too. The URL similarity of G 3 (0.62) represents the URL similarity threshold because our method assumes that the entity-pages of the same type have a larger score of URL similarity and HTML similarity than the other pages. Finally, the rs set (with Pages 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5) is returned in line 15.
EXPERIMENTS
This section presents the experiments that were conducted to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of SSUP by comparing it with two baselines. Section 5.1 defines metrics, datasets, and baselines. Section 5.2 shows the experiments that were carried out to find the best parameter configuration of each method. Section 5.3 presents the experiments that compare our method with the baselines. Finally, Section 6 discusses the main cases of failure.
Experimental Setup
Metrics. The evaluation of the effectiveness measures the ability of the method to return the relevant pages of a website, that is, the ability of the method to achieve its goal. A page is relevant if it is an entity-page of the same type as the sample page. A page is irrelevant if (1) it is not an entity-page or (2) it is an entity-page of a type different from the sample page. Standard metrics were used such as recall, precision, and F1. Recall is the fraction of the relevant pages in the website that are retrieved. Precision is the fraction of the retrieved pages that are relevant. F1 is the harmonic mean of recall and precision that assigns the same weight to the two metrics. These metrics were computed in the following way:
where Rel is the set of relevant pages on the website, Ret is the set of pages retrieved by the method, and |S | denotes the number of elements of a set S. The evaluation of the efficiency allows assessing if a given method (to discover entity-pages) can be successfully applied in real-world scenarios, which is our concern. This evaluation is important because an entity-page discovery method must be rerun periodically for two reasons. First, the data on the entity-pages can change over time. Second, new entity-pages can be made available on the website over time. The adopted metrics to assess the efficiency were the number of downloaded pages and the processing time. The number of downloaded pages indicates the number of pages that have had their content accessed during the entity-page discovery task. The method must download these pages locally to analyze their content. A method that downloads several pages could interfere with the normal operation of the website [17] , which is not desirable. The processing time indicates the total time spent running the method to discover entity-pages. We downloaded the pages from the websites in advance to avoid network interference in the processing time.
The Student's t-test [1] with the standard significance level (α = 0.05) was employed to determine if the average values of two distributions are statistically different. When the p-value returned by the t-test is lower than α, there is a significant difference between the results of the methods. With regard to effectiveness, the best outcome is obtained from the method with the highest average distribution, while in the case of efficiency, the best outcome is obtained from the method with the lowest average distribution.
Datasets.
The evaluation was carried out over 38 real-world websites. For each website s x , (1) the set of pages in the s x website were collected, (2) an entity type t y (e.g., driver in a website about a car racing championship) was defined, and (3) the ground truth (the set of entity-pages of the t y type that are in the s x website) was obtained through hand-crafted rules. These websites were grouped into three datasets (see Appendix A for further details 6 ):
• Multiple types: comprises 10 websites with entity-pages of different types • Drivers: contains 10 websites with entity-pages about drivers • Council members: has 18 websites with entity-pages about council members. The official websites of the city council of the 26 Brazilian state capitals were analyzed. We excluded four websites because they did not have an entity-page for each council member, three websites because all the entity-pages were internal frames of a single page, and one website because it did not allow crawling its pages.
The MIT EECS website includes entity-pages about professors, administrative staff, and students. These pages were regarded as being of the same type (person) because they share attributes such as position, phone, and e-mail. The Stanford website includes entity-pages about professors and administrative personnel. These pages were regarded as being of the same type (employee) because they share attributes such as education, department, e-mail, and phone. The F1, F3, GP2 , and Motor GP websites include entity-pages about active drivers and nonactive drivers. These pages were regarded as being of the same type (driver) because they share the following attributes: team, nationality, date of birth, height, weight, and homepage.
These datasets were chosen because they meet the following requirements: (1) the websites should have a subset of pages, where each page publishes data representing an entity of a particular type, since SSUP and the baselines aim to find entity-pages; (2) the entity-pages should be dynamically generated by populating fixed HTML templates with content from a DBMS because this article focuses on template-based entity-pages; (3) all the pages of the websites should be available to evaluate the methods because they navigate through the websites to find the entitypages; and (4) the pages need to be labeled as relevant or irrelevant to compute the metrics of effectiveness.
Baselines. SSUP was compared with two baselines: INDESIT [4] and Growing Parallel Paths (here called GPP) [32] . We chose these baselines because they (1) are state-of-the-art methods for entitypage discovery, (2) are automatic, (3) have a crawling strategy that is aimed at downloading the minimum number of pages of the website to find the entity-pages, (4) do not require the entitypages of all the websites to have a specific HTML markup (e.g., table or ul), (5) do not depend on a human-compiled encyclopedia (e.g., Wikipedia), and (6) only require an example of an entity-page as input.
Metodology. SSUP and the baselines require an entity-page (called sample page) as input. To avoid that the chosen sample page biased the results, we executed the methods n 7 times for each website, by using a different sample page in each execution. The shown results correspond to the average results of all the executions.
The experiments are divided into two groups: (1) calibration: aims to define the best parameter configuration for the SSUP method and the baselines, and (2) evaluation, aims to compare the SSUP method with the baselines. For each website, 10% of the entity-pages were randomly selected to be used as sample pages in the calibration experiments and 10% in the evaluation experiments. The intersection between the set of sample pages used in the evaluation experiments and the set of sample pages employed in the calibration experiments is an empty set.
The experiments were carried out on a computer with Intel Core 2 Quad 2.66GHz, operating system Ubuntu 14.04, 8GB of main memory, and 5TB of disk space. INDESIT was implemented as described by Blanco et al. [4] . SSUP and INDESIT were developed in Java using the JSoup library 8 to handle the HTML of the pages. The authors provided the module of GPP that extracts the visual features of the pages. This module is a Java code and uses the API Selenium Web Driver. 9
Calibration
This subsection shows the calibration experiments. 
Best
Parameter Configuration for SSUP. The purpose of this experiment is to answer the following question: what is the best parameter configuration for SSUP? SSUP only has one parameter, H , which defines the estimated height of the entity-tree. We tested the values 1, 2, . . . , 5 and confirmed manually that no site in our datasets has an entity-tree with a greater height than 5.
The best H -value was defined through the efficacy, which was measured by the F1 metric. The higher the F1 value, the greater the efficacy. When two or more H -values produced the same F1 value, we chose the smallest one because it has the lowest processing time. Figure 6 presents the mean F1 of SSUP for each H -value in each dataset. The best H -value was four for multiple types, one for council members, and two for drivers. These values are highlighted in red in the figure and correspond to the H -values that we have used in all the evaluation experiments.
The best H -value in the multiple types dataset was higher than in the other datasets because the websites in this dataset have the largest number of entity-pages. The larger the number of entitypages a website has, the greater the height of its entity-tree. In the multiple types and drivers datasets, an H -value greater than the actual height of the entity-tree did not affect the efficacy of SSUP because the irrelevant pages were correctly filtered out. In the council members dataset, an H -value greater than the actual height of the entity-tree affected the efficacy of SSUP because four websites in this dataset have irrelevant pages (pages about news, sections, etc.) with HTML and URL similar to the relevant pages, and thus SSUP did not correctly filter out the irrelevant pages. For example, in the Campo Grande website, the URL of the pages with news only differs from the URL of the pages about council members by the value of one parameter, and their HTML structures are also similar.
Best Parameter Configuration for INDESIT.
This experiment aims to answer the following question: what is the best parameter configuration for INDESIT? INDESIT has two parameters, which define (1) T : the HTML similarity threshold between two entity-pages, which varies from 0 to 1, and (2) notation: the components of a link-path. The following T -values were tested: 0.5, 0.6, . . . , 0.9. The following notations were tested: (1) TAG: the link-path is only formed by tags, (i) TAG+AN: the link-path is formed by tags and attribute names, and (3) TAG+AN+AV, the link-path is formed by tags, attribute names, and attribute values.
The best parameter configuration was defined through the efficacy, which was measured by the F1 metric. Figure 7 shows the mean F1 of each combination of T -values and notations in each dataset. The best parameter configuration was (1) T = 0.6 and notation = TAG + AN in the multiple types dataset, (2) T = 0.8 and notation = TAG + AN in the council members dataset; and (3) T = 0.9 and notation = TAG + AN in the drivers dataset. These configurations are highlighted in red in the figure and correspond to the configurations we have used in the evaluation experiments. INDESIT produced the highest F1 value with the greatest T -value in the drivers dataset because the entity-pages in most sites of this dataset follow a strict template. The best notation in the three datasets was the one that includes tags and attribute names. This notation has a discriminatory capacity (i.e., a capacity to distinguish relevant pages from irrelevant pages) that is higher than the notation that only uses tags since it is able to distinguish, for example, a tag TD with the colspan attribute from a tag TD with the rowspan attribute. The notation that includes tags, attribute names, and attribute values has the highest discriminatory capacity. However, this notation seriously affects the recall in sites that have an entity identifier in the value of an attribute. For example, all the entity-pages in the Olympic-A site have an entity identifier in the value of the class attribute of the body tag (<body class = "country PageID30785 klp">). When an account is taken of the notation using tags, attribute names, and attribute values, the entity-pages of the same type in the Olympic-A website do not share any identical link-paths and, hence, their HTML similarity is zero.
Best Parameter Configuration for GPP. This experiment aims to answer the following question:
what is the best parameter configuration for GPP? GPP has only one parameter, K, which defines the number of iterations. We tested 1, 2, . . . , 5 iterations, while the experiments in the original paper [32] only evaluated GPP with five iterations.
The best K-value was defined through the efficacy, which was measured by the F1 metric. When two or more K-values produced the same F1 value, we chose the smallest one because it has the lowest processing time. Figure 8 presents the mean F1 of GPP for each K-value in each dataset. The best K-value was three in the multiple types dataset, two in the council members dataset, and three in the drivers dataset. These values are highlighted in red in the figure and correspond to the K-values that we have used in all the evaluation experiments. The best K-value in the multiple types and drivers datasets was higher than the best K-value in the council members dataset because some sites in these datasets have links (on the main page to some entity-pages) that work as shortcuts. For example, a site about a car racing championship has a link on the main page to the entity-pages about the top three drivers. This path is the first (K = 1) found in the breadth-first search. Other paths (K) must be analyzed to find all the entitypages about drivers.
Evaluation
This subsection shows the evaluation experiments. SSUP is compared with only one baseline in each experiment to provide an in-depth analysis of the results, which describes the impact of the features used by the method in terms of efficacy and efficiency.
SSUP versus INDESIT. This experiment compares SSUP
with INDESIT to answer the following questions: (i) which method is more effective? and (ii) which method is more efficient?
Effectiveness was measured through the recall and precision metrics. Table 4 presents the recall and precision of the methods in each dataset and the overall mean from an examination of the 38 websites. The percent change (%) is also shown and the best results are highlighted in bold.
On average, SSUP and INDESIT obtained a recall of 0.85 and 0.62, respectively. The mean gain of SSUP in terms of recall was 37%. The t-test shows that this increase is statistically significant because the p-value (2.23 × 10 −03 ) is less than the standard level of significance (α = 0.05). This gain occurred because SSUP automatically determines the HTML similarity threshold in each website. The HTML similarity threshold in INDESIT is defined by the user. We used the best T -value for each dataset, but this value is not appropriate for all the websites in the dataset. This is because some relevant pages do not satisfy the threshold and are erroneously filtered out by INDESIT. With regard to recall, the highest gain of SSUP was in the multiple types dataset (57%) because this dataset has websites from different entity types and, hence, the use of a fixed HTML similarity threshold (as in the case of INDESIT) is not effective.
On average, SSUP and INDESIT achieved a precision of 0.95 and 0.63, respectively. The mean gain of SSUP in terms of precision was 51%. The t-test shows that this gain is statistically significant because the p-value (1.24 × 10 −06 ) is less than the standard level of significance (α = 0.05). This gain was obtained because SSUP combines URL features with HTML features to distinguish relevant pages from irrelevant pages. INDESIT only uses HTML features, which are not enough to separate relevant pages from irrelevant pages in determined websites. With regard to precision, the highest gain of SSUP was in the council members dataset (73%) because the entity-pages in most websites of this dataset have a URL term (e.g., "member") that is only found in the relevant pages. In these websites, the URL similarity plays a crucial role in distinguishing the relevant pages from the irrelevant pages.
Efficiency was measured by the number of downloaded pages and processing time metrics. Table 5 presents the mean processing time (in seconds) and the mean number of downloaded pages of On average, the processing times of SSUP and INDESIT per retrieved relevant page were 0.66 and 3.98 seconds, respectively. The processing time of SSUP was 83% lower than INDESIT. The ttest shows that this difference is not statistically significant because the p-value (≈0.36) is greater than the standard level of significance (α = 0.05). SSUP obtained a processing time lower than INDESIT in the websites where the most irrelevant pages can be filtered out by URL features, since the processing of the URL features is faster than the processing of the HTML features. In other websites, INDESIT obtained a processing time lower than SSUP because INDESIT has a strategy to minimize the number of pages that have their HTML accessed, which is based on the link-path of the anchor nodes that point to the pages.
On average, SSUP and INDESIT downloaded 1.73 and 5.48 pages per retrieved relevant page, respectively. The number of downloaded pages by SSUP was 68% lower than by INDESIT. The ttest shows that this difference is not statistically significant because the p-value (≈0.39) is greater than the level of significance (α = 0.05). SSUP downloaded fewer pages than INDESIT in the sites where the most irrelevant pages can be filtered out by URL features, since in this case, SSUP does not need to access the content of the pages. In other websites, INDESIT downloaded fewer pages than SSUP because INDESIT has a strategy to minimize the number of downloaded pages.
The results show that SSUP is more effective than INDESIT because SSUP was able to (1) retrieve more relevant pages than INDESIT (recall) and (2) retrieve fewer irrelevant pages than INDESIT (precision). SSUP is as efficient as INDESIT because there was no statistically significant difference between the two methods with regard to the processing time and number of downloaded pages.
SSUP versus GPP. This experiment compares SSUP
with GPP to answer the following questions: (i) which method is more effective? and (ii) which method is more efficient?
Effectiveness was measured through the recall and precision metrics. Table 6 presents the recall and precision of the methods in each dataset and the overall mean when examining the 38 websites. The percent change (%) is also shown and the best results are highlighted in bold.
On average, SSUP and GPP achieved a recall of 0.85 and 0.67, respectively. The mean gain of SSUP with regard to recall was 27%. The t-test shows that this increase is statistically significant because the p-value (4.18 × 10 −03 ) is less than the standard level of significance. This gain was achieved because (in contrast with GPP) SSUP does not require the links to the entity-pages to be in web lists. The recall of GPP is affected in the websites where the path from the main page to the entity-pages (1) does not consist of web lists because this is a requirement of GPP or (2) includes a nested list because GPP is not able to extract the nested lists. With regard to recall, the greatest gain of SSUP was in the multiple types dataset (47%) because this dataset has the highest number of websites where the path from the main page to the entity-pages does not consist of web lists. On average, SSUP and GPP obtained a precision of 0.95 and 0.57, respectively. The mean gain of SSUP in terms of precision was 66%. The t-test shows that this gain is statistically significant because the p-value (1.37 × 10 −08 ) is less than the level of significance (α = 0.05). This gain was obtained because SSUP analyzes the features of the index-pages and entity-pages, while GPP only evaluates features of the index-pages. Irrelevant pages with index-pages that have similar features to the index-page of the sample page are returned by GPP. This situation was found with pages that publish photos, videos, and so forth. With regard to precision, the greatest gain of SSUP was in the drivers dataset (236%) because most websites in this dataset have a strict template that makes index-pages of entity-pages about drivers and index-pages of pages with photos have similar features. Unlike GPP, SSUP is not influenced by this situation.
Efficiency was measured by the number of downloaded pages and processing time metrics. Table 7 shows the mean processing time (in seconds) and the average number of downloaded pages of the methods by examining the 38 websites. This table shows the relative values; that is, the absolute values were divided by the number of relevant pages that the method retrieved.
On average, the processing times of SSUP and GPP per retrieved relevant page were 0.66 and 14.73 seconds, respectively. The processing time of SSUP was 96% lower than GPP. The t-test shows that this difference is statistically significant because the p-value (8.93 × 10 −04 ) is less than the standard level of significance. SSUP had a processing time lower than GPP because (unlike GPP) SSUP does not need to render the pages in a web browser. The page rendering requires the browser to load all the images, CSS, and Javascripts and, hence, significantly increases the processing time.
On average, SSUP and GPP downloaded 1.73 and 0.50 pages per retrieved relevant page, respectively. The t-test shows that this difference is not statistically significant because the p-value (≈0.87) is greater than the standard level of significance (α = 0.05). On average, GPP downloaded fewer pages than SSUP because GPP is able to filter the pages by means of the features in their index-pages. On average, GPP downloaded fewer pages than the number of retrieved relevant pages because its filter strategy does not require the entity-pages to be downloaded.
The results show that SSUP is more effective than GPP because SSUP was able to (1) retrieve more relevant pages (recall) than GPP and (2) retrieve fewer irrelevant pages (precision) than GPP. SSUP is more efficient than GPP because (1) SSUP had a processing time lower than GPP and (2) there was no statistically significant difference between the two methods with regard to the number of downloaded pages.
DISCUSSION
In this subsections, we analyze the cases of failure in SSUP. This analysis might be very useful for developers of new methods to discover entity-pages because it shows the difficulties of handling We have detected five main cases of failure, which are described in the following subsections, and we point the way to detect the fail or how to solve it.
Two-Token URLs
In some websites, the URL of the entity-pages is very short, with only two tokens. In these websites, the precision of SSUP is affected because relevant pages should be distinguished from irrelevant pages only by HTML features. This situation took place in the following websites: Olympic-S, Champ, and Fortaleza. Table 8 shows the URL of an entity-page of each one of these websites.
It is important to note that this situation occurred in less than 10% of the websites in the datasets. This situation can be identified (1) manually, where a user analyses the URL of the sample page and verifies the number of tokens, or (2) automatically, where a software tokenizes, in accordance with SSUP, the URL of the sample page and counts the number of tokens. When the entitypages of the website have two-token URLs, it is possible to use a strategy that explores HTML and content features (e.g., [12, 16] ) or a method that combines HTML and visual features (e.g., [32] ).
Handcrafted Entity-Pages
There are websites in which the entity-pages are created manually without following a template. In this case, the precision of our method is affected because SSUP determines a quite low HTML similarity threshold, and then irrelevant pages also satisfy the threshold. This kind of page is not within the scope of this study, but the MIT EECS website has an optional attribute biography where it is possible to add textual content and HTML tags; that is, the user can change the HTML structure of the page. The precision of SSUP was not affected in this website because SSUP used URL features to distinguish relevant pages from irrelevant pages.
This case usually occurs with entity-pages about people. For example, Figure 9 illustrates the fragment of two handcrafted entity-pages about Computer Science professors on the website of the Cornell University: (a) Dr. Rachit Agarwal 10 and (b) Dr. Lorenzo Alvisi. 11 These entity-pages do not follow a template, and then they have a HTML similarity close to zero. Handcrafted entity-pages can be identified (1) manually, by a user analyzing two entity-pages, because the presentation of handcrafted entity-pages is strongly different, or (2) automatically, computing the HTML similarity between two entity-pages and verifying if the score is less than 0.5. When the entity-pages do not follow a template, it is possible to use a strategy that explores content features (e.g., [12, 16] ).
Different Link-Paths
Relevant pages, in some websites, are pointed by the index-pages through different link-paths. On these websites, the recall of SSUP is affected because relevant pages with a different link-path from the sample page are not retrieved. This was the situation in the following websites: Olympic -S Fig. 9 . Two handcrafted entity-pages about Computer Science professors on the website of Cornell University: (a) Dr. Rachit Agarwal and (b) Dr. Lorenzo Alvisi. These entity-pages do not follow a template, and then they have a HTML similarity close to zero. Motor GP Driver Active driver, nonactive driver and Recife. For example, in the Recife website, the links to all the relevant pages are in the same HTML table. However, some of them have the tag "p" in their link-path and others do not. We have analyzed the occurrence of different DOM-paths in template-based entity-pages in our previous study [22] . A total of 74,247 template-based entity-pages from 120 websites were analyzed. Only 15% of the entity-pages publish the value of an attribute with a DOM-path different from the most frequent DOM-path for the attribute in the website. We observed that this percentage is even lower when considering the link-paths in the index-pages that point to the entity-pages. About 5% of the websites in the datasets used in the experiments presented this case. We recommend to use SSUP in this case, because the impact on efficacy is low.
Different Logical Hierarchies
Some websites spread the relevant pages in different logical hierarchies of topics. In these websites, the recall of SSUP is affected because our method can only find entity-pages that are in the logical hierarchy of topics containing the sample page. This situation took place in the following websites: F1, F3, GP2, Motor GP, and Stanford EE. Table 9 shows the websites that have more than one logical hierarchy for the entity-type of interest defined in the experiments.
We highlighted that this case of failure occurred in less than 15% of the websites in the datasets. This situation can be identified (1) a priori, where the user navigates through the website and verifies that the entities of interest are scattered in different logical hierarchies of topics, or (2) a posteriori, where the user analyzes the results and verifies that only entities of a subtype of the type of interest were returned. When the user identifies this situation, he or she must provide a sample page for each logical hierarchy of topics. We found interest-type entities scattered in at most two logical hierarchies. In this case, the user must provide only more one sample page.
Client-Side JavaScript
There are websites that load the attribute values using Client-Side JavaScript. These attribute values can only be captured after the browser loads, renders the pages, and executes the JavaScript. In these websites, the recall of SSUP is not affected if the hyperlinks are not built by JavaScript because our method identifies the relevant pages based on the URL and HTML features; that is, we do not use content features. If the hyperlinks to the entity-pages are built by JavaScript, an approach that renders the webpages is required (e.g., [32] ). This page rendering can be done by the API Selenium Web Driver and it significantly increases the processing time.
CONCLUSION
In this article, a new method has been devised to discover entity-pages, called SSUP. Given an example of an entity-page, our method returns the set of entity-pages of the same type that belong to the website. For example, given the page that describes Fernando Alonso on the Formula 1 website, SSUP discovers the set of entity-pages about drivers that belong to this website. SSUP has two key stages. The first (Identification of the Page-Path) finds the path starting from the root until the example of entity-page in the entity-tree. The second (Traversal of the Entity-Tree) traverses the entity-tree and returns its entity-pages. The novelty of our method is that it combines URL and HTML features in a way that allows the URL terms to have different weights depending on their discriminatory capacity. We specify a URL similarity function and reuse an HTML similarity function. SSUP determines the URL and HTML similarity thresholds on each site by assuming that "entity-pages of the same type have greater URL similarity and HTML similarity than other pages."
We carried out experiments on 38 real-world websites and the results of SSUP were compared with two baselines (INDESIT and GPP). As a result, we showed that SSUP outperformed the baselines regarding effectiveness (recall and precision) while keeping its level of efficiency (number of downloaded pages and processing time). SSUP retrieved more relevant pages than the baselines (recall) and was more effective in filtering out noise-pages (precision). SSUP did not increase, significantly, either the number of downloaded pages or the processing time. We also conducted an analysis of the main cases of failure in SSUP. This analysis describes the datasets where they occurred, the behavior of SSUP when they appeared, and possible solutions. This analysis might be of considerable value for the development of new methods because it shows the difficulties of discovering entity-pages.
We recommend that future work should include the following: (1) extracting the data published in the entity-pages retrieved by SSUP using a web scraper, (2) storing the data in light of factors such as the uncertainty and temporality, (3) providing direct answers to web searches about less common entities from the data extracted from the template-based entity-pages, (4) carrying out experiments to verify if data extraction from template-based entity-pages (combining SSUP with a web scraper) leads to better entity information to populate knowledge bases than free-text extraction (e.g., [2, 15, 24, 36] ), and (5) extending the SSUP to cluster web pages based on both URL and HTML features.
